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1 INTRODUCTION 

Every day, people apply for jobs. The verification of education and achievements plays a large 

part of that process. The falsification of resumes is a big problem in the recruitment industry 

today, and verifying degrees and grades adds a lot of extra work both for recruiters and student 

administrators. 

The Diploma Registry is a proposed solution to this problem. The Diploma Registry works as an 

intermediary between the applicant, the recruiter and the education institution to ensure that 

degrees and results are transferred directly from the source (the education institution) to the 

recruitment system. This ensures that the results cannot be tampered with when transferred to 

the recruiter. It is, however, important to note that it is still the applicant who initiates the 

transfer and therefore gives the recruiter permission to retrieve the data. 

 

 

 

The Diploma Registry itself does not store much data; it will still be the source (the education 

institution) that contains the data and it will be retrieved from there every time. This is to 

ensure that the data is always fresh and that the Diploma Registry itself is not another source of 

potential security breaches. In that way, Diploma Registry service is closer to a Diploma Portal. 

There are two main ways for an applicant to share their results: 

1. Publishing the results as a PDF or Web page through the Diploma Registry 

2. Raw data transfer between source and destination 

Both ways will be explained briefly in the next chapter, but it is item 2 that will be discussed in 

depth in the rest of the document, as it is this way of transfer that requires some technical work 

at the destination site. 
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2 USE CASES  

In this chapter, we will briefly illustrate the two ways of using the Diploma Registry through use 

cases. 

2.1 PUBLISHING RESULTS  

Roger has studied at the University of Oslo (UiO) and has achieved a Bachelor in Geo Physics. He 

is applying for a job at GSC (Geological Survey Company). GSC does not have any recruitment 

system and tells their applicants to send them an email with an application letter and a report 

card. 

Roger logs in to the Diploma Registry, using his national identity provider (ID-porten). The 

Diploma Registry checks its internal registry and sees that Roger has studied at UiO. The 

Diploma Registry automatically fetches all of Roger’s results from UiO and displays them to 

Roger as a nicely formatted report card. Roger clicks “Publish my results” and is then presented 

with options that enable him to select how long his results will be available. The system then 

generates a link to a web page containing the chosen results. Roger attaches this link at the 

bottom of his application e-mail and sends it to GSC. 

The office manager at GSC receives the e-mail from Roger, clicks the link and is presented with 

an open web page in the Diploma Registry that displays Roger’s results. Since this is an official 

Diploma Registry web page, the office manager trusts the content and has no further need to 

verify the results with UiO. The office manager then downloads the PDF from this page and 

stores it together with Roger’s application letter. 

2.2 RAW TRANSFER OF DATA  

Anne has a bachelor in Chemistry from the University of Bergen (UiB) and a Master of 

Pharmacology from the University of Oslo (UiO). She is applying for a job at MPC (Major 

Pharmaceutical Company). MPC has a recruitment system that they utilize in their recruitment 

process and asks all applicants to log in to this system when they apply. The recruitment system 

used by MPC is integrated with the Diploma Registry. 

Anne logs in to the recruitment system and starts the application process. When she comes to 

the step where she is asked to register her education, a button appears saying "Fetch results 

from the Diploma Registry". When Anne clicks the button, she is redirected to the Diploma 

Registry where she logs in with ID-porten. Again, the Diploma Registry displays all of Anne's 

results with a button below that says "Transfer my results". When Anne clicks the button, she is 

directed back into the recruitment system and discovers that all of her education data has been 

automatically filled out with the data she just saw in the Diploma Registry. Anne completes the 

application process and logs out. 

The recruiter at MPC logs in to the recruitment system and looks at Anne's application. The 

system can show a signature proving that the results have been transferred from the Diploma 

Registry. The recruiter is then satisfied that the results are genuine and does not need to verify 

these results further. The recruiter is also pleased to find addition information describing the 

degree and each course Anne has completed. 
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3 ARCHITECTURE  

Interaction with the Diploma Registry follows the standards and protocols given by the EMREX 

project [1], an EU project focusing on the exchange of results between countries. Similar 

diploma registries have and will be been implemented across Europe, allowing recruiters to get 

results from these as well. 

For more details on the EMREX protocols, the implementation, and how to connect to other 

countries’ results providers, please visit the Implementation of EMREX link [2]. 

The following diagram shows in detail the data flow for a student wanting to import results 

from two different result providers (for instance, higher education institutions) into a 

recruitment system. 

 

 

 

The process is divided into two independent phases: 

1. Reporting results to the Diploma Registry 

(in this phase, only a list of result owners is delivered) 

2. Getting results from the Diploma Registry 

(here, results for one particular person are collected) 

These two processes are described in detail the next two chapters. Result providers will be 

mostly interested in Chapter 4, while recruitment companies will have most use of Chapter 5. 
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4 REPORTING RESULTS TO THE DIPLOMA REGISTRY  

This chapter is meant for institutions who wish to report results to the Diploma Registry. 

As mentioned previously in the use cases, the Diploma Registry knew where Roger and Anne 

had studied. This information is reported by all connected education institutions and stored in 

an internal registry. The internal registry has two columns: 

1. Institution ID 

2. National Identity Number as a hashed value 

The hashing algorithm is secret in order to protect the identity numbers, should the Diploma 

Registry be compromised. So, when a person logs in to the Diploma Registry, their Identity 

Number is hashed in the same way and then looked up in the internal registry.  

4.1 HOW DOES AN INSTITUTION REPORT RESULT DATA? 

1. Register your institution ID with the Diploma Registry 

2. Receive authentication information from the Diploma Registry 

3. Post data to the Diploma Registry WS 

The URL for the Diploma Registry WS is: 

• Test:  https://docker-demo.fsat.no/vibws/persondata 

• Production:  https://vitnemalsbanken.no/vibws/persondata 

The data that is posted is on the following form: 

 

Once received, the student IDs, mapping each student to the given institution, are hashed and 

stored in the internal registry. 

4.2 HOW DOES THE DIPLOMA REGISTRY FETCH RESULTS FROM AN INSTITUTION? 

When a person logs into the Diploma Registry, the institution IDs of institutions they have 

studied at are fetched from the internal registry. The diploma registry then calls the REST API, 

based on the ID of where data can be retrieved. The API needs to take two GET parameters: 

1. pnr: the student’s Norwegian National Identity Number (fødselsnummer) 

2. instnr: the institution issuing the student’s results 

The results are delivered in the response’s body the ELMO format. Nothing else can be present 

in the body. 

Each result provider must register at the Diploma Registry by sending the following information 

to the Diploma Registry’s contact person: 

1. URL to be called by the Diploma Registry 

2. Authentication information (HTTP basic authentication) 

3. Institutions being served 

{ 
 "institusjonsnr": 1234, // Your institution ID 
 "studenter": ["23456789098", "87654321235" ] 
}  
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5 GETTING RESULTS FROM THE DIPLOMA REGISTRY  

This chapter is meant for consumers of results from the Diploma Registry. There are 3 main 

steps your client needs to perform in order to get results from the Diploma Registry, each of 

which will be described in detail: 

1. Sending a request to the diploma registry 

2. Receiving a response 

3. Interpreting and handling the data 

5.1 SENDING A REQUEST TO THE DIPLOMA REGISTRY  

The request is sent from a requester as HTTP POST and has two parameters. Note that the form 

must be of the default type, not "multipart/form-data": 

 

The hidden parameters are as follows: 

1. sessionId: A generated unique session id from the requester. This session id is not used 

by the Diploma Registry but it is returned as part of the reply so that the requester can 

check that the response comes from the Diploma Registry as part of the same session 

2. returnUrl: The URL that the Diploma Registry shall use to post the reply 

As this service is still under development, additional parameters might be added at a later point. 

The URL the request is to be sent to can be obtained from a repository called EMREG [2], part of 

the EMREX project. At the moment, the URL for EMREG is: 

• Test:  https://fsweb-demo.uio.no/emreg/list/test  

• Production:  https://fsweb-demo.uio.no/emreg/list  

The Norwegian Diploma Registry is the one having the country code “NO”. 

5.2 RECEIVING A RESPONSE  

The response is sent as a HTTP POST from the Diploma Registry with four parameters:  

 

The following return codes are supported (the list is subject to change): 

1. NCP_OK: Everything went well, results have been transferred 

2. NCP_ERROR: Something went wrong. The error message will be in the "returnMessage" 

3. NCP_NO_RESULTS: There were no results to import into the client 

4. NCP_CANCEL: The user has cancelled 

<form action=" https://vitnemalsbanken.no/vib/init " method="POST"> 
  <input type="hidden" name="sessionId" value="myse ssionid12345"> 
  <input type="hidden" name="returnUrl" value=" https://postback.url "> 
</form> 

<form action=" https://fsweb.no/studentweb " method="POST"> 
  <input type="hidden" name="sessionId" value="myse ssionid12345"> 
  <input type="hidden" name="returnCode" value="NCP _OK"> 
  <input type="hidden" name="returnMessage" value=" "> 
  <input type="hidden" name="elmo" value="H4sIAJSMF l…AAAA=="> 
</form> 
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The "sessionId" must be the same as the one sent in the request. If it is not the same as the one 

that was sent, this response should not be processed. 

The "elmo" parameter is the main piece of this response. It will be gzipped and encoded in 

Base64 for transfer. It will be covered in the next chapter. 

5.3 INTERPRETING AND HANDLING THE DATA   

The ELMO XML format, explained in detail in chapter 6, contains the results themselves. 

The document is signed, using the XML DSig [4] format, with the private key of the Diploma 

Registry. The public key can be obtained EMREG, as explained in chapter 5.1. If signature 

verification fails, it means the results have been tampered with and MUST be rejected. 

In addition to verifying the signature, the receiving client must ensure the results belong to the 

same person requesting them. ELMO includes the person’s name and birthday (see 6.2) which 

can be used for this purpose.  

Both signature and person verification are provided by the SMP library, described in the next 

chapter. 

5.4 CODE EXAMPLES  

The EMREX code is open source and can be downloaded from the EMREX GitHub account [3]. 

The following repositories are provided: 

• elmo-schemas: XSD for the ELMO XML format 

• emrex-client: An example client that can be used to fetch results 

• ncp-mockup: NCP is short for National Contact Point, and provides the API where 

clients can fetch results. The Diploma Registry operates as the Norwegian NCP. 

• SMP: SMP stands for Student Mobility Client. It is a client library with helpful methods 

that the client can use to join the EMREX network. It can also be run as a standalone 

application, in which case it will also take care of contacting EMREG (you just need to 

provide the URL for EMREG). 
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6 THE ELMO  XML  FORMAT  

The ELMO XML format is the basis for the exchange of result information. ELMO is based on the 

CEN [5] standard EN 15981-2011 EuroLMAI. EuroLMAI is a data model describing assessments, 

primarily Diplomas, Diploma Supplements and Transcripts of Records for higher educations. 

The format used in the Diploma Registry is a profile of ELMO developed as part of the EMREX 

project. The schema describing the format is available on the EMREX GitHub repository [3]. 

6.1  ELMO  

The elmo component is the base of the ELMO-document. It describes the main characteristics of 

the document. It allows for attachments and an XML-DSIG signature.  

Each element will be discussed in depth in later chapters, except "generatedDate". This is the 

date for the document in ISO 8601 format and must contain the time zone suffix. Example values: 

"2015-08-01T12:00:00+02:00" (UTC+2), "2015-08-01T10:00:00Z" (UTC). 
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6.2 LEARNER  

The learner component covers the information about the student. There is only one learner per 

ELMO document. 

 

 

• citizenship: The ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 code of the country the student is a citizen of.  E.g. 

"NO". 

• identifier: Person identifiers. There can be several identifiers per person, e.g. national 

identifier, passport number 

• givenNames: The given names of the student (first, middle) 

• familyName: The family name of the student (last name) 

• bday: Birth date of the student in ISO 8601 format 
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6.3 REPORT  

The report component describes a report from a single issuer (institution). There can be several 

reports per ELMO document, as the student can have studied at several institutions. Just as you 

can have attachments to the elmo component, the report component also allows for 

attachments. 

Each element will be discussed in depth in later chapters, except for "issueDate". This is the date 

for the report. 
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6.4 ISSUER  

The issuer component describes a single issuer (institution) of a set of results. There is one 

issuer per report. If the student has studied at several institutions, there must be several reports, 

each with its own issuer. 

 

 

• country: An ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 code of the country in which the institution is 

operating 

• identifier: Identifier for the institution. There can be several identifiers, e.g. local, schac, 

Erasmus. 

• title: The name of the institution. There can be several titles in different languages. The 

language code is given in ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 code 

• url: The URL for the institution's web page 
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6.5 LEARNINGOPPORTUNITYSPECIFICATION (LOS) 

The LOS component describes a single learning outcome, be it a passed course, a degree or some 

other type of module that should be considered as part of the student's competence. The LOS is 

hierarchical through the "hasPart" element, meaning that one LOS can contain several LOS, like 

a degree can consist of many courses. 

 

 

 

• identifier: The identifier of the LOS. There can be several identifiers, e.g. erasmus, local. 

Please note that the local identifier is typically the code that identifies the LOS in the 

local system, for instance the course code. There is also provided an elmo identifier, that 

is an auto generated string that is used when displaying the results on the web 

• title: The title of the LOS, for instance course name. There can be several titles in 

different languages. The language code is given in ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 code 
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• type: The type of the LOS. Accepted types are: 

o Degree Programme 

o Module 

o Course 

• subjectArea: The Erasmus subject area code for the LOS 

• iscedCode: The Erasmus isced code for the LOS 

• url: An URL to a web site with more detailed information 

• description: A description of the LOS. Can be several descriptions with different 

languages. The language code is given in ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 code 

• specifies: Specifies a concrete instance of the LOS. This concrete instance is called a 

learningOpportunityInstance (discussed later) 

• hasPart: A list of LOS that is contained within this LOS. For instance: A degree can 

contain several courses 

• extension: A generic element where it is possible to put any type of data. It is not 

recommended to use this element as it will require extra documentation from the 

provider 
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6.6 LEARNINGOPPORTUNITYINSTANCE (LOI) 

The LOI is a person specific instance of an LOS. While the LOS is the description of a course or a 

grade, the LOI is specific to the student, containing dates, results and credits.   

 

• start: The date the LOI started in ISO 8601 format 

• date: The date the LOI was finished / achieved in ISO 8601 format 

• academicTerm: See chapter 6.7 

• resultLabel: The achieved result 

• shortenedGrading: See chapter 6.8 

• resultDistribution: See chapter 6.9 

• credit: See chapter 6.10 

• languageOfInstruction: The language the course/degree was taught 

• engagementHours: Number of hours spent on the course/degree 
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6.7 ACADEMICTERM  

The academicTerm component describes the term that the LOI was taught in. 

 

 

 

• title: The title of the term. Can be in several languages. The language code is given in ISO 

3166-1-alpha-2 code 

• start: The date the academic term started in ISO 8601 format 

• end: The date the academic term ended in ISO 8601 format 
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6.8 SHORTENEDGRADING  

The shortenedGrading component describes the grading table for the specific student. 

 

 

 

• percentageLower: The percentage of students of the same course who got a lower 

grade than our learner 

• percentageEqual: The percentage of students who got the same grade than our learner 

• percentageHigher: The percentage of students of the same course who got a higher 

grade than our learner 
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6.9 RESULTDISTRIBUTION  

The resultDistribution describes the distribution of grades for that course in that year. 

 

 

 

• category: Describes a grade category 

o label: The name of the grade 

o count: The number of students who achieved this grade 

• description: A description of the result distribution in several language. The language 

code is given in ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 code 
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6.10 CREDIT  

The credit component describes the credits achieved by the student upon achieving the 

course/degree. 

 

 

 

• scheme: The type of scheme used to calculate the credits 

• level: The level the credits were achieved, typically the levels are 

o Bachelor 

o Master 

o PhD 

• value: The number of credits 
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6.11 ATTACHMENT  

The attachment component describes an attachment in the report. Attachments are usually 

coded in Base64. 

 

 

 

• title: The title of the attachment. There can be several titles in different languages. The 

language code is given in ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 code 

• type: The type of document. Following types are currently accepted: 

o Diploma Supplement: Supplement to the diploma describing the content of the 

Diploma. Explanations of grading tables, semesters and so on 

o Transcript of Records: The document containing grades 

o EMREX Transcript: This is similar to a Transcript of Records, with one big 

difference. The "EMREX Transcript" is meant to include all the records within 

the transferred ELMO file (which can span over *multiple* institutions), that is, it 

should be located *outside* the `report` elements. In comparison, "Transcript of 

Records" is meant to be issued (and possibly signed) by a single institution, and 

should be located inside the `report` element 

o Letter of Nomination: A letter that is used when a student wants to study 

abroad, the HEI writes a letter to the foreign institution to nominate the student 

o Certificate of Training: A certificate confirming that the students have achieved 

a certain training goal 

o Learning Agreement: An agreement to exchange students 

• description: A description of the attachment in different languages. The language code 

is given in ISO 3166-1-alpha-2 code 

• content: The content of the attachment encoded using a data URI scheme. E.g. 

"data:application/pdf;base64,iiNhz6QfDnnDybjHLBF2..." 
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7 ELMO  EXAMPLE  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 
<elmo> 
 <generatedDate>2016-07-08T12:26:27+02:00</generatedDate> 
 <learner> 
  <citizenship>NO</citizenship> 
  <identifier type="nationalIdentifier">12345678909</identifier> 
  <givenNames>Test</givenNames> 
  <familyName>Testing</familyName> 
  <bday>1979-03-21</bday> 
 </learner> 
 <report> 
  <issuer> 
   <country>NO</country> 
   <identifier type="local">194</identifier> 
   <identifier type="erasmus">N TRONDHE01</identifier> 
   <identifier type="schac">ntnu.no</identifier> 
   <title xml:lang="no">Norges teknisk-naturvitenskapelige universitet</title> 
   <title xml:lang="en">Norwegian University of Science and Technology</title> 
   <url>http://www.ntnu.no/</url> 
  </issuer> 
  <learningOpportunitySpecification> 
   <identifier type="local">M.TEK</identifier> 
   <identifier type="elmo">999118836218676</identifier> 
   <identifier type="nus">759914</identifier> 
   <title xml:lang="no">Master i teknologi / Sivilingeniør</title> 
   <type>Degree Programme</type> 
   <iscedCode>0533</iscedCode> 
   <url>http://www.ntnu.no/studier/mttk</url> 
   <specifies> 
    <learningOpportunityInstance> 
     <start>2015-01-15</start> 
     <date>2015-06-08</date> 
     <academicTerm> 
      <title xml:lang="no">2015 Vår</title> 
      <title xml:lang="en">2015 Spring</title> 
      <start>2015-01-15</start> 
      <end>2015-06-08</end> 
     </academicTerm> 
     <credit> 
      <scheme>ECTS</scheme> 
      <level>Master</level> 
      <value>300</value> 
     </credit> 
     <extension> 
      <element type="fsLevel">590</element> 
     </extension> 
    </learningOpportunityInstance> 
   </specifies> 
   <hasPart> 
    <learningOpportunitySpecification> 
     <identifier type="local">EXPH0001-1</identifier> 
     <identifier type="elmo">839267438188666</identifier> 
     <identifier type="nus">613999</identifier> 
     <title xml:lang="no">Filosofi og vitenskapsteori</title> 
     <title xml:lang="en">Philosophy and Theory of Science</title> 
     <type>Course</type> 
     <iscedCode>0229</iscedCode> 
     <specifies> 
      <learningOpportunityInstance> 
       <start>2010-08-15</start> 
       <date>2010-12-15</date> 
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       <academicTerm> 
        <title xml:lang="no">2010 Høst</title> 
        <title xml:lang="en">2010 Autumn</title> 
        <start>2010-08-15</start> 
        <end>2010-12-15</end> 
       </academicTerm> 
       <resultLabel>D</resultLabel> 
       <resultDistribution> 
        <category count="1101" label="A" /> 
        <category count="2592" label="B"/> 
        <category count="4284" label="C"/> 
        <category count="3110" label="D"/> 
        <category count="2256" label="E"/> 
       </resultDistribution> 
       <credit> 
        <scheme>ECTS</scheme> 
        <level>Bachelor</level> 
        <value>7.5</value> 
       </credit> 
       <engagementHours>0.0</engagementHours> 
       <extension> 
        <element type="fsLevel">70</element> 
        <element type="fsGradingScheme">NO30</element> 
       </extension> 
      </learningOpportunityInstance> 
     </specifies> 
    </learningOpportunitySpecification> 
   </hasPart> 
   <hasPart> 
    <learningOpportunitySpecification> 
     <identifier type="local">SPRÅK3501-1</identifier> 
     <identifier type="elmo">111653594547568</identifier> 
     <identifier type="nus">713999</identifier> 
     <title xml:lang="no">Vit. kommunikasjon for ingeniører</title> 
     <title xml:lang="en">Scientific Communication for Engineers</title> 
     <type>Course</type> 
     <iscedCode>0229</iscedCode> 
     <specifies> 
      <learningOpportunityInstance> 
       <start>2014-08-15</start> 
       <date>2014-12-15</date> 
       <academicTerm> 
        <title xml:lang="no">2014 Høst</title> 
        <title xml:lang="en">2014 Autumn</title> 
        <start>2014-08-15</start> 
        <end>2014-12-15</end> 
       </academicTerm> 
       <resultLabel>Bestått</resultLabel> 
       <credit> 
        <scheme>ECTS</scheme> 
        <level>Master</level> 
        <value>7.5</value> 
       </credit> 
       <engagementHours>0.0</engagementHours> 
       <extension> 
        <element type="fsLevel">500</element> 
        <element type="fsGradingScheme">NO04</element> 
       </extension> 
      </learningOpportunityInstance> 
     </specifies> 
    </learningOpportunitySpecification> 
   </hasPart> 
  </learningOpportunitySpecification> 
  <issueDate>2016-07-08T12:26:27+02:00</issueDate> 
 </report> 
</elmo> 
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